New approach using an IoT robot to oversight the smart home environment
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ABSTRACT. Smart environment needs a lot of sensors in different places. The cost of these sensors is expensive, and to reduce this cost we proposed a mobile robot. This robot carries a range of different sensors that will sense the surrounding environment and send data to the objects in the environment. Since our robot consist of a set of sensors, this can eliminate the possibility of using a huge number of sensor and placing those sensors on all the environment. The process of communication between the robot and the objects in the environment through the MQTT protocol. The IoT Things can control the robot directly through orders received by the robot.

RÉSUMÉ. L'environnement intelligent a besoin de beaucoup de capteurs à différents endroits. Le prix de ces capteurs est coûteux et, pour réduire ce coût, nous avons proposé un robot mobile. Ce robot porte une gamme de capteurs différents qui vont détecter l'environnement global et envoyer des données aux objets de l'environnement. Étant donné que notre robot se compose d'un ensemble de capteurs, cela peut éliminer la possibilité d'utiliser un grand nombre de capteurs et de les placer sur tout l'environnement. Le processus de communication entre le robot et les objets de l'environnement se déroule via le protocole MQTT. Les objets de l'IoT peuvent contrôler le robot directement via les commandes reçues par le robot.
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1. Introduction

Internet of things [ALJ 17, SAL 18a] is a network of objects mainly supported by electronic devices and electronic components such as sensors and electronic cards. These objects can be physical and virtual devices, sensors or actuators. Smart environment needs a lot of sensors and in different places. The cost of these sensors is expensive. To reduce the cost of these sensors, we proposed a mobile robot that carries a range of different sensors that will sense the surrounding environment and send information and data to the objects in the environment [VER 17, SAL 18b] Using this robot, we do not need sensors everywhere, but sensors are moving everywhere in the environment. The process of communication between the robot and the IoT objects in the environment through the MQTT protocol [NAI 17]. The IoT Things can control the robot directly through orders received by the robot.

We have implemented this Robot with a Raspberry Pi B perfected electronic card which has both sensors and Arduino UNO card for robot movement management [WAR 11]. It is also equipped with sensors to protect the robot from colliding with barriers and obstructions. These sensors also help the robot to overcome the impediments autonomously and help to draw a partial outline of the surrounding environment where the scheme is a circle of diameter of 4 meters, and the robot control carried out via a smartphone. The commands sent via the local network to robot if the smartphone and the robot are connected in the same Gateway. If the robot in the remote site, he will receives the commands via public network Internet [ALS XX ].
We provided the robot with a steerable camera to view the environment. It is controlled remotely by sent commands. The camera server (motion) sends the captured images to the user in real time and directly. Motion is a fairly complete surveillance system. It is extremely customizable: motion detection, frame-by-frame recording, video recording, time lapse.

The robot has a three main parties: displacement module; this is the module that has the role of managing the robot move [PIY 13], communication module: this module is for the exchange of information and commands between the robot and the user, sensing module; this module has a role of the link between the real world (the environment) and the digital world (the information world) by the transfer of real information (physical) to the digital information that can be treated and stored [MER 16].

2. Proposed Architecture

Robot control via smart phone[BOZ 15]. Orders sent via the smart phone to the local network robot. If the smart phone and the robot connected in the same model (WIFI router). If the robot in a remote site the robot receives the commands via internet Public network.

![Proposed Architecture](image)

Fig. 1. Proposed Architecture

3. Global functioning proposed architecture

In our global functioning architecture proposed, there is three main parties, each part contains components and functions different from the other parts.

Our robot is made up of three vital parts:

The **displacement module**: is the module responsible for the movement of the robot and moving it from place to place. This module is turning the electric energy into kinetic energy through the motors in the robot.

The **sensing module**: is the module responsible for sensing the external medium. This unit converts the physical values of the environment into numerical values [CHE 70] that are capable of storage and analysis. This module connects the real world to the digital world.

The **communication module** is the module responsible for robot interaction with the user by receiving orders, reporting and images about the environment.
3.1. Status diagram

This diagram shows how the robot parts interact with each other to perform their goals ideally:

- The communication module receives orders from the user. These things are to be the initial status.
- The communication module will direct the order according to its type. If it is an order for moving or sensing command.
- If it is a matter of movement, the displacement module will execute it directly.
- The sensing module senses the environment through the sensors and takes pictures of the environment and send them directly and in real time to the user.

4. Implementation

In this section we present the most important electronic parts and software in the robot. The electronic Robot circuit

We used a motor to control the robot wheels (front and rear). We made the complete wiring of our hardware with Arduino and Raspberry Pi [ZHA 15 ][MAK 14] by attaching them with a serial cable for the transfer of information.

Raspberry Pi and Arduino communication: The commands received by the WiFi sensor on the Raspberry Pi using the MQTT protocol the Raspberry Pi make a redirection of commands to the Arduino via the serial port (RX, TX) [YAN 15].
**Wiring the L293D with DC motor:** L293D tabs 2, 7, 8 are connected to pins 2, 9 and 10 of the Arduino, and the DC motor with tabs 3, 6 to control the motor direction (front and rear).

**Wiring of servomotors:** Servo drive [11] pin is connected with Arduino pin 8 which is responsible for camera rotation, and also the second servo drive pin with Arduino pin 7 which is responsible for the orientation of the wheels.

**Complete wiring with the Arduino:** We do the complete wiring with the Arduino, we connect the anode of the red LEDs with the pin 4 and their cathode with (GND) and also the anode of the white LEDs with the pin 3 and their cathode with (GND). We can control the power on and off of the white LEDs, but the red LEDs come on when the robot stops.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Fig 6. The general electronic Robot circuit**

**5. System behavior results**

The following figure shows the final shape of the robot. The robot is equipped with sensors and a surveillance camera.
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**Fig 7. Visualization of the Robot**
5.1. **Robot Mobility**

The robot is moving manually, thanks to the user's commands received by the robot via a smartphone. These commands are sent using the wireless network (WIFI) to the Raspberry PI. The Raspberry PI transmit orders via serial cable to the Arduino board to be executed.

5.2. **Robot sensing**

The Robot sensed the temperature and humidity of the environment and then stored the data in its own database. It also notified the user in the event of significant changes in temperature and humidity.

5.3. **Surveillance camera**

We supplied the robot with a steerable camera. It is controlled remotely by sent commands. The camera server (motion) sends the captured images to the user in real time and directly. Motion is a fairly complete surveillance system. It is extremely customizable: motion detection, frame-by-frame recording, video recording, time lapse.

6. **Conclusion**

In this paper we implemented an IoT Robot robot to sensing the environment for smart home, we implemented this approach using a Raspberry with sensors integration and using MQTT protocol for communications.

As close perspectives of this research work we want to integrate this platform in the cloud computing environment for device data storage, transfer and process.
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